
Single point of contact 
for all pre- and post-

bind activities 

Seamless coordination 
across all internal and 
external stakeholders 

including Network Partners, 
operations, underwriting, 

claims and legal

Continuous client servicing, 
program monitoring and 
updates pre- and post- 

implementation

Expert knowledge of 
program design and 
country requirements 

worldwide 

Experience encompasses 
traditional and cutting 

edge global programs and 
complex captive fronting 

solutions of all sizes

Tools and resources supporting client servicing

*where legally permitted

100+
Multinational Client 

Executives, accountable for 
effective program management 

and the overall Multinational 
client experience

16,000+
Local policies issued annually 

across a broad range of products, 
enabling clients to manage  

cross-border risks with 
confidence

50+
Multinational insurance 

trainings accessible via AIG’s 
employee learning portal, 

promoting continuous learning 
and client servicing excellence

9.6 years
Average length of tenure 
for Multinational Client 
Executives, forming the 

backbone of our Multinational 
knowledge and expertise

The AIG Multinational 
Client Executive 

Your expert partner across our global organization  
for complex Multinational programs

IntelliRisk*
Claims dashboard providing 
real-time information and 
analytics to help understand 
claims, gain insights, define 
risk mitigation strategies and 
measure success.

Multinational Client Brief
Bespoke client and broker 
tool, aligning all timelines and 
accountabilities, along with 
program structuring rationale, 
compliance considerations, 
territorial analysis and key 
documentation requirements.

MN Xpress –  
Network Intelligence 
Repository used by our 
staff for country and 
product-related regulatory 
information and knowledge 
across AIG’s global network 
of 215+ territories.

myAIG Client Portal
Comprehensive account 
management tool offering 
real-time data access 
across all program, 
and policy and invoice 
information.



Taking pride in what we do:

My role as a Multinational Client Executive (MNCE) is ultimately to bring structure, coordination, and service 
excellence to Multinational clients. Multinational insurance is a complex and often daunting topic for our 
clients, and I act as their first point of contact for any questions or requests, while working incredibly closely 
with our underwriters, partner insurers and distribution colleagues.

Through my experience of working on complex risk transfer, risk management and indemnity programs and 
coordinating local policies in over 215 territories, I bring technical understanding and expertise and support 
clients with country nuances, timelines for issuance and best practices. No two accounts are the same, and

I would even go as far as to say that no two renewals are the same, however the MNCE gets involved from 
the beginning and builds trust and a deep understanding of the client’s requirements. We remain with the 
client throughout their whole journey with AIG Multinational, providing regular status updates, supporting 
with program changes, and ensuring smooth and efficient servicing to provide peace of mind that their 
program is compliant, and global coverage is in place worldwide.

As an MNCE in a globally operating company like AIG, my primary responsibility is to provide comprehensive 
and tailored solutions to our clients. In this spirit, continually expanding my knowledge is key.

In an ever-changing environment, it is crucial to engage in various learning opportunities. I regularly attend 
training sessions and workshops conducted by AIG and external providers to deepen my understanding of 
the Multinational insurance sector. Furthermore, I make use of the vast resources available to me, including 
AIG’s global knowledge repository, industry publications, research papers, and online platforms dedicated 
to insurance insights. These resources enable me to stay informed about emerging markets, geopolitical 
factors, and industry-specific challenges that may impact Multinational business. Lastly, I actively seek 
feedback from clients and brokers, which helps me understand their unique requirements and challenges.

This year I also started my training to become a Global Fronting Underwriter. This will enable me to service 
complex captive fronting programs of all sizes and deepen my understanding of the unique challenges and 
considerations that arise with fronting arrangements.

However cliché it sounds, since joining AIG eighteen months ago there are too many moments that I look 
back on with pride to be able to pick just one. Whether a new account or a client with whom we have a

long-standing partnership, there is always an opportunity to further fine tune processes and get a well-oiled 
machine running even more efficiently. I see it as my responsibility to proactively work with clients and 
brokers to design their programs and plan what timelines we are going to strive for, align on the milestones 
we need to reach by when, and address potentially challenging territories and how to tackle these together.

In turn, the greatest joy and sense of achievement I then get is when I see that we have not just stuck to,  
but surpassed timelines and delivered significantly improved service, especially with regards to policy 
issuance. One particular account that stands out for me as a client service achievement is a recent  
program that AIG Multinational took over that spans 30 countries. By taking the time to understand the 
client’s business and global footprint, we were able to cut their bind to issue timeline down by two thirds 
compared to their previous Multinational program manager, and it was a great feeling to know I had 
supported a key partnership.

AIG Multinational’s tools improve how efficiently I can service my clients but also add significant direct 
value to clients with regards to visibility and control of their global programs. There are three tools available 
to clients and brokers, namely the myAIG Client Portal for policy tracking and accessing copies of local 
documentation, IntelliRisk for tailored claims analysis, and the Multinational Client Brief. For me the 
Client Brief is the greatest differentiator for clients as it not only provides a clear and concise summary 
of compliance considerations, territorial analysis, and key documentation requirements, but also acts as 
the basis for ensuring all stakeholders are aligned on timelines, accountabilities, and program-structuring 
rationale from the get-go.

Internally, I also access a system called MN Xpress that supports the coordination and monitoring of 
premium allocation, policy issuance, and requirements from our Product teams and partner insurers. Within 
the tool is a module called Network Intelligence, comprised of over one million knowledge data points on 
local legislation and regulations. This is invaluable to me, especially as I automatically receive notifications 
should any requirements change, as it means I can confidently support clients with peace of mind.

Lisa Udensi 
MNCE – UK

Milan Jankovic
MNCE – Switzerland

Chris Johnson
MNCE – U.S.

Ariadna Perez 
MNCE – Mexico 

Q: How would you describe your role and why is it so important?

Q:  How do you keep expanding your knowledge of Multinational 
insurance to best serve different types of clients?

Q:  How does the AIG Multinational technology suite 
of tools support you and the client?

Q: What is your proudest client service achievement so far?
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American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organization. AIG member companies provide a wide range of property casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement solutions and other financial services to customers in approximately  
70 countries and jurisdictions. These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for retirement security. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange.  
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance www.twitter.com/AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig. These references with additional information about AIG 
have been provided as a convenience and the information contained on such websites is not incorporated by reference herein. AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American 
International Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website at www. aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all 
countries and jurisdictions, and coverage is subject to underwriting requirements and actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may be provided by independent third parties. Certain property-casualty coverages may be provided by a surplus 
lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds. American International Group UK Limited is registered in England: company number 10737370. Registered address:  
The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB. American International Group UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 781109). 
This information can be checked by visiting the FS Register (www.fca.org.uk/register). AIG Europe S.A. is an insurance undertaking with R.C.S. Luxembourg number B 218806. AIG Europe S.A. has its head office at 35D Avenue John F. Kennedy, L-1855, Luxembourg. 
AIG Europe S.A. is authorised by the Luxembourg Ministère des Finances and supervised by the Commissariat aux Assurances 11 rue Robert Stumper, L-2557 Luxembourg, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, Tel.: (+352) 22 69 11 - 1, caa@caa.lu, www.caa.lu/.
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